Neuronavigation-guided focused ultrasound (NaviFUS) for transcranial blood-brain barrier opening in recurrent glioblastoma patients: clinical trial protocol
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Background: Blood-brain barrier (BBB) limits over 95% of drugs' penetration into brain, which has been a major obstacle in treating patients with glioblastoma. Transient BBB opening in glioblastoma (GBM) is feasible by combining focused ultrasound (FUS) with systemic infusion of microbubbles (MB). NaviFUS, a novel device that integrates neuronavigation and FUS-MB system, is able to intraoperatively direct the ultrasound energy precisely and repeatedly at targeted CNS areas. This clinical trial evaluates the safety and feasibility of NaviFUS in recurrent glioblastoma patients.

Methods: The study is a first-in-human, prospective, open-label, single-center, single-arm, dose escalation phase 1 clinical trial. A total of 6 patients will be enrolled. Patients will be enrolled into three groups, each group receiving an escalating dose of FUS energy (acoustic power is 4, 8, and 12 W) with concomitant systemic microbubbles (0.1 mL/kg) applied 1 week before surgical resection.

Results: Dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI will be obtained immediately and 24 hours after FUS procedures, while heavily T2-weighted sequence will be obtained to evaluate for any micro-hemorrhages. We anticipate that there will be minimal side effects associated with NaviFUS-mediated transient BBB opening.

Conclusions: Obtained results will support a planned phase 2 trial to evaluate whether NaviFUS can effectively enhance the delivery of chemotherapeutic agents and improve tumor control.
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Introduction

Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most frequently diagnosed and devastating adult primary brain tumor, with a high recurrence and 2-year mortality rate (1). GBMs are often poorly treated with many chemotherapies due to the blood-brain barrier (BBB): which excludes more than 95% of large or small therapeutic agents and thereby prevents them from entering into malignant brain tumors (2,3). The BBB is a
complex structure that is sealed by tight junctions, which are unique to the brain microvasculature and protects the brain from exposure to potentially damaging substances (4,5). BBB permeability can be increased by targeted focused ultrasound (FUS) combined with intravenous administered microbubbles (6,7). The microbubbles reduce the ultrasonic energy needed to selectively disrupt the BBB and thus minimize damage to normal brain parenchyma (8,9).

Targeted FUS exposure combined with microbubbles is capable of achieving local, temporal, and reproducible BBB opening with potential to enable and enhance drug delivery for brain diseases, such as delivering therapeutic agents locally for brain tumor treatment and improving clinical outcome (6,7,10-14). Based on significant preclinical evidence, clinical trials of various devices that mediate FUS-BBB opening have been initiated since 2014. A total of six trials have been registered involving glioblastoma patients using a variety of devices including SonoCloud® (CarThera Inc.), ExAblate® (InSightec Inc.) and NaviFUS® (NaviFUS Inc.), and with and without chemotherapy agents (15). For now, three different types of therapeutic ultrasound devices, including the implanted ultrasound device (SonoCloud®), the extracorporeal fixed stereotactic frame-based magnetic resonance image (MRI)-guided device (ExAblate®), and the frameless neuronavigation-guided device (NaviFUS®) are available on the market to treat and to explore their effectiveness in human clinical trials. Repeated BBB opening using implanted pulsed ultrasound device (SonoCloud®) in combination with Sonovue® (dose: 0.1 mL/kg) at an acoustic pressure ranged from 0.5–1.1 MPa, has been shown to be safe and well tolerated in recurrent glioblastoma patients (16).

NaviFUS, a novel device integrating neuronavigation and FUS-MB system, is able to intraoperatively steer the transcranial burst-mode ultrasound energy precisely and repeatedly at targeted CNS areas (Figure 1). The purpose of this trial is to evaluate the safety and feasibility of using NaviFUS in treating recurrent glioblastoma patients. Based on previous reports demonstrating that focused ultrasound energy level of 4W with clinically approved systemic dose of microbubbles (0.1 mL/kg) can successfully open the BBB (17), the escalation focused ultrasound dose was started at this level. Moreover, the incremental ultrasound level was chosen to not exceed 0.8 MI to minimize risk of erythrocyte extravasations in cerebral microvasculature (18). We present the following article in accordance with the SPIRIT reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/atm-20-344).

Study goals and objectives

The objectives of this study were to investigate the safety, feasibility and the tolerated dose of transient opening of the BBB by using the NaviFUS System in recurrent glioblastoma patients. We hypothesize that patients who receive ultrasonic energy delivered by NaviFUS System concomitant with systemic microbubbles administration will result in detectable transient BBB opening via dynamic contrast enhancing MRI (DCE-MRI).

Study design

This is a first-in-human, prospective, open-label, single-center, single-arm, dose escalation phase 1 clinical trial.

Methods

Subjects

Inclusion criteria

Adult patients over 20 years of age with recurrent glioblastoma (WHO grade IV) and are scheduled to undergo a surgical resection will be included. A recurrence is defined as a new contrast enhancing tumor, increase signal intensity change of non-enhancing lesion on T2/FLAIR (fluid-attenuated inversion recovery) MRI and clinical deterioration on regular follow-up (19). The planned target region of interest (ROI) for FUS exposure are located close to the cortical surface, at least 20 mm under the skull. A peritumoral non-contrast enhanced region will be selected based on preoperative MRI in 3D model (including axial, sagittal and coronal views) by neurosurgeons, KT Chen or YJ Lin, and confirmed by a team who simulate and calculate the energy of FUS and planned dosage at targeted ROI. By doing so, a successful BBB disruption The ROI cannot be in the brainstem region, or critical functional motor or speech regions. Patient Karnofsky performance status (KPS) should be >60 (20). A patient consent will be obtained before their inclusions.

Exclusion criteria

Patients with a history of untreated AVM or cerebral aneurysm, or have acute hemorrhage or cyst within the region of interest (ROI) will be excluded. Patients with severe hypertension at screening (systolic blood pressure >180 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure >100 mmHg), receiving anticoagulant or antiplatelet therapy within one week prior to study treatment will also be excluded. Detailed inclusion and exclusion criteria are listed in the Table 1.
Figure 1 Schematic diagram of NaviFUS. The NaviFUS is a focused ultrasound phased array system in conjunction with clinically available neuronavigation to intraoperatively guide FUS energy deposit in the deep brain targeting position. A patient is fixed semi-rigidly without headpin system. A hand-held probe is connected to the power generator and working station. A doctor can steer the probe for precise transcranial targeted region under neuronavigation guidance. The whole procedure can be completed in one hour.

Table 1 Inclusion/exclusion criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Exclusion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adult male/female patients &gt;20 years of age</td>
<td>Patients diagnosed with arteriovenous malformation (AVM) or cerebral aneurysm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients diagnosed with recurrent GBM and will undergo surgery</td>
<td>The receipt of an investigational drug, or participation in a drug research study within one month prior to the first FUS exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ROI for FUS exposure in patients are located close to the cortex surface with a minimum of 20 mm distance under the skull, and the ROI is not in deep brain regions associated with critical brain functions, such as in the brainstem, or motor or speech regions</td>
<td>Known sensitivity/allergy to MRI contrast agents, CT contrast agents, SonoVue®, or any of its components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patients are already on radiotherapy, a gap of 7 days shall be maintained between the last day of radiotherapy and the day of screening</td>
<td>Patients who have acute hemorrhage or cyst within the ROI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patients are already receiving steroids treatment, then the steroid dose should be on a stable and unchanged for at least 7 days prior to screening</td>
<td>Severe hypertension at screening (Systolic blood pressure &gt;180 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure &gt;100 mmHg on medications)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life expectancy ≥3 months</td>
<td>Receipt of anticoagulant (e.g., warfarin) or antiplatelet (e.g., aspirin) therapy within one week prior to study treatment, or other drugs known to increase risk or hemorrhage (e.g., Avastin) within one month prior to study treatment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adequate hepatic, renal, coagulation, and hematopoietic function as follows: (I) Hemoglobin ≥10 g/dL; (II) Platelets ≥100,000/mm³; (III) Neutrophils ≥1,500/mm³; (IV) Normal creatinine clearance ≥50 mL/min; (V) Alanine transaminase (ALT) <3× upper limit of normal (ULN); (VI) Aspartate transaminase (AST) <3× ULN; (VII) Prothrombin time ≤1.2× ULN; (VIII) International Normalized Ratio (INR) <1.5; (IX) Bilirubin <2× ULN

GBM, glioblastoma multiforme; FUS, focused ultrasound; ROI, region of interest; MRI, magnetic resonance image; CT, computed tomography; ULN, upper limit of normal.
Study description

All eligible patients will be randomly assigned to 3 groups (n=6; 2 patients per group) and will receive defined ultrasound exposure doses (in MI, mechanical index) generated from the NaviFUS System to transiently open the BBB in recurrent GBM patients who are planning to undergo surgery within 2 weeks. The focused ultrasound (FUS) dose is selected based on the results of pre-clinical Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) safety studies and other non-GLP primate studies (21).

For the selection of energy dosage, the initial FUS dose is selected to be no exceeding 0.48 MI at target, because this corresponds to the threshold for BBB opening in previous nonclinical studies (17,22). The highest dose of 0.68 MI is supported by the GLP safety tests in rats and beagle dogs. Two other non-GLP preclinical toxicology study references also supported that no exceeding 0.68 MI at target was a marginal dose for safety (21,23). Furthermore, the 2016 clinical study using Sonocloud reported the application of five different ultrasound doses on human brains. There was no ultrasound related DLT was found in 0.5 to 1.1 MI (16). Finally, energy doses of 0.48, 0.58 and 0.68 MI were applied.

The trial protocol will be as follows: The first group of patients (n=2, FUS dose: 0.48 MI) will receive the lowest FUS dose, with each patient subject receiving one cycle of up to 4W NaviFUS treatment. NaviFUS treatment will be conducted with the following exposure conditions: total exposure time: 120 s, focal scanned matrix: 3×3 (gap between adjacent focus: 5 mm), pulse repetition frequency: 9 Hz, burst length/focus exposure: 10 ms. After FUS treatment (day 0), patients will have initial follow-up at post-NaviFUS 7±3 days (depends on the planned date of resection surgery) follow-up visit to evaluate post-NaviFUS treatment toxicities. After surgery, patients will be followed for 28 days, including 2nd and 3rd follow-up visits at postoperative days 14±6 and 28±6, respectively.

The data and safety monitoring board (DSMB) will review the study data when the 1st group of trial subjects complete a post-NaviFUS treatment day 7±3 follow-up visit, and provide recommendations regarding study continuation, termination, or other modifications based on any observed adverse effects of NaviFUS intervention. Dose escalation will occur only after DSMB review and approval that the 1st FUS dose group trial has less than one FUS-related dose-limiting toxicity (DLT) (during post-FUS treatment days 7±3). The 2nd group will then be enrolled (number of subjects =2, with each subject receiving one cycle of up to 8W NaviFUS treatment, FUS dose: 0.58 MI). After another DSMB review and approval, then the 3rd group will be enrolled (subject number =2, with each subject receiving one cycle of up to 12W NaviFUS treatment, FUS dose: 0.68 MI). After completion of all three test groups, a final report will be prepared and submitted for presentation and publication.

Outcome measures and follow-up

Primary endpoints
Evaluate safety of transient BBB opening by the NaviFUS System in recurrent glioblastoma patients: DLT, adverse effects (AEs), physical examination, neurological examination, KPS, mini-mental state examination (MMSE), vital signs, and clinical laboratory tests.

Secondary endpoints
Evaluate tolerated ultrasound power level with the NaviFUS system for transient BBB disruption. If patients cannot tolerate or show DLTs for a particular FUS level, then the previous lower FUS dose group will be considered as the maximum tolerated dose.

Discussion

Trial status
Patient recruitment is scheduled to be completed by September 2019. Data analysis will be performed subsequently and the final reports will be disseminated after the last follow up for the 6th patient subject.

Safety considerations
All aspect of the study shall be conducted under Good Clinical Practice (GCP) guidelines stipulated by the regulatory agency, Taiwan Food and Drug Administration, and will be monitored by qualified individuals designated by the sponsor. All trial monitoring will be conducted in accordance with GCP and standard compliance operating procedures with applicable government regulations. The investigators agree to assist and facilitate access of monitors to the clinical supplies and storage area, and to the clinical files of all study patients.

Follow-up
All patients will be followed until 37 days after NaviFUS
treatment or 30 days after definitive resection surgery. DCE-MRI to evaluate the effectiveness of BBB opening will be performed immediately after NaviFUS treatment and 24 hours post-FUS. Standard pre- and post-surgical brain gadolinium contrast enhanced-MRI will be scheduled (Figure 2). Clinical visits with history, physical and neurological examinations will be routinely performed to assess functional status and clinical well-being. Detailed instructions are given to each patient and their family in the event of an emergency. All patients and their caretakers are educated about reporting adverse events that may be related to the treatment protocol.

**Data management and statistical analysis**

Descriptive statistics will be provided for selected demographic, safety data for each FUS dose and visit. Descriptive statistics on continuous measurements will include means, medians, standard deviations, and ranges, while categorical data will be summarized using frequency counts and percentages.

All subjects who receive a FUS dose will be included in the safety analyses. Summary statistics will be conducted to describe the safety variables, including adverse events (AEs), as reported throughout the course of the trial, per treatment group. Pre-dose and post-dose findings of physical examination, neurological examination, KPS, MMSE, vital sign variables, laboratory data, and MRI will be listed individually and summarized; values outside the normal range will be listed. The AEs will be summarized as counts, frequencies, and grade at each dose level.

In addition, a list of subjects who withdraw early from this study will be provided. It will include the reason and timing of a subject’s withdrawal. Similarly, the reason any subject is excluded from an analysis set will also be provided. In addition, significant known protocol deviations will be noted for individual subjects.

A data monitoring committee composed of members independent from the sponsor and competing interests will monitor and interim reports after each escalating dosage and it would their decision to determine whether this trial should or should not continue the trial and dose-escalating strategy.

**Quality assurance**

To ensure accurate, complete, and reliable data, NaviFUS Corporation or its representatives will provide standard operating procedures (SOPs) and instructional materials to the study site, as appropriate. To ensure the safety of study participants and to ensure accurate, complete, and reliable data, the investigator shall enter and keep data in the Case Report Forms: including laboratory data, patient histories, treatment regimens, physical examination, concomitant medications/therapy, and any AEs in the patient files as original source documents for the study.

**Expected outcomes of the study**

Based on preclinical studies, we expect that the chosen doses of NaviFUS treatment will not be associated with major AEs, such as hemorrhage related to BBB opening, or central nervous system effects related to ultrasound stimulation. We anticipated that NaviFUS will successfully
and transiently open BBB as demonstrated by DCE-MRIs immediately post-treatment and 24 hours post-treatment. We anticipate establishing a safe maximum tolerated FUS dose will be determined via testing for effectiveness of BBB opening and any AEs noted by participated subjects.

**Duration of the project**

The study plans to enroll subjects within 8 to 12 months for the first phase of this clinical trial. If safety and tolerated dose are established, a phase II clinical trial will be planned and initiated.

**Project management**

The study is being led by the principal investigator. He will oversee and supervise the entire study team in performing all aspects of study for this clinical trial. Data interpretation and dissemination of results will be managed under his direct supervision.
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